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Offset Time Configuration in Optical Burst
Switching Ring Network

Wei Dai, Guiling Wu, Wenjun Qian, Xinwan Li, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jianping Chen

Abstract—In this paper, a detailed burst header packet (BHP)
processing model is presented to characterize the BHP processing
time at the switch control unit of optical burst switching ring
network. The distribution function of the total BHP processing
delay, which is used to configure offset time, is derived based on
the proposed model by using central limit, large deviation, and
phase-type distribution theorem-based methods, respectively. A
simulation platform that takes the practical processing delay of
BHP into consideration is developed to evaluate the efficiency
of the proposed model and mechanisms. Different distribution
function-based offset time configuration mechanisms are analyzed
and compared with the fixed offset time configuration mechanism
in terms of burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time and average
offset time deviation. The results show the validity of our model.

Index Terms—Control part, distribution function, offset time,
optical burst switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL burst switching (OBS) has been proposed as a
promising solution for future optical communication net-

works [1]–[3]. It alleviates the requirement on hardware (such
as high-speed optical switch fabric, etc.) by separating the con-
trol packet and the related data packet both in time domain and
wavelength domain. A burst header packet (BHP) is sent before
burst data packet (BDP) by an offset time. The configuration of
offset time is a key issue in OBS networks. Too long offset time
will result in extra transmission delay, while a shorter offset time
may cause the corresponding BDP to arrive before the node re-
serves an optical path for it and accordingly the BDP has to be
dropped.

Theoretically, offset time is equal to the sum of the BHP pro-
cessing delay at each intermediate OBS node on the OBS path
and the setting time of optical fabric [1]. Some studies proposed
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to configure the offset time by multiplying the hop number along
the path with the BHP processing delay at an OBS node, which
is considered as a constant value [1], [4].

The BHP processing delay at each OBS node, however, in-
cludes both variable queuing delay and variable service time,
which is related to the actual BHP traffic load, the processing ca-
pacity of the switch control units (SCU), the adopted scheduling
algorithm, and so on [5]. If an offset time is configured as a con-
stant value rather than a variable, it may be too long for lightly
loaded OBS paths, but not long enough on heavily loaded OBS
paths, which causes burst loss. Barakat and Darcie [6] investi-
gated the congestion problem in the control plane of OBS net-
work. In order to solve the problem of burst loss caused by the
congestion, Barakat and Darcie[7] and Choi et al. [8] proposed
to adjust burst assembly parameters, e.g., burst length, to reduce
the BHP traffic load. In this case, the assembled bursts will be-
come overlong as the traffic load increases, which will lead to
several problems, such as heavier burst collision and longer as-
sembly delay [9]. Configuring an offset time according to the
status of networks is a more direct way to solve earlier prob-
lems. Hwang et al.[10] proposed a dynamic offset time update
scheme to guarantee proper offset time according to the back-
ward information from the egress node. Martinez et al.[11] pro-
posed a load-adaptive offset time algorithm that takes the vari-
able BHP sojourn time into account through online calculation
of probability density function (PDF) of the BHP waiting time.
Each node in the OBS network needs to sample individual so-
journ time of BHPs, calculate the discrete Fourier transform co-
efficients, filter and send the coefficients to the ingress nodes.
All these studies simply take the BHP processing procedure
at the SCU as a single “module” and adopt model to
approximate it. The practical BHP processing procedure at the
SCU, however, includes several modules and queues. In order
to characterize the BHP service time at the SCU that is im-
portant for precisely calculating offset time, a BHP processing
model, which can describe the inner processing procedure, is
needed. At the same time, offset time configuration mechanism
including the approaches to obtain the PDF of the total BHP
processing time, the feedback information and so on, must be
simple enough, so as not to impose too much overhead on the
SCU and bandwidth.

In this paper, a detailed BHP processing model at the SCU
of optical burst-switched ring (OBSR) network [12]–[15] is
built. The distribution function of the total BHP processing
delay is then derived by using central limit [16], large deviation
[17], and phase-type (PH) distribution theorem-based methods
[18], respectively. An OBSR network simulation platform that
is able to simulate the practical BHP processing procedure at
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Fig. 1. OBSR network.

the OBSR node is designed. The performance of an OBSR
network, which configures offset time according to the distri-
bution function based on the presented model and methods, is
evaluated and compared with the fixed offset time configuration
mechanism. The paper is organized as follows. Section II builds
the BHP processing model at the SCU in the OBSR network. In
Section III, an offset time configuration mechanism based on
the distribution function is described; the distribution function
of the total processing delay is then derived from the built
BHP processing model using three approximation methods.
Section IV presents an OBSR network simulation platform
that considers the practical BHP processing delay in different
modules at the SCU. Simulation results of different offset time
configuration mechanisms are also presented and compared.
Section V is the conclusion.

II. MODEL FOR THE CONTROL PART IN OBSR NODE

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of an OBSR network composed
of a number of OBSR nodes interconnected by wavelength-di-
vision multiplexing fiber links. Each link includes control chan-
nels and data channels. In the OBSR network, data packets re-
ceived from relevant subnets are assembled into BDP based on
certain assembly mechanism and sent to the ring according to
the destination of the BDP after the BHP with an offset time.
BHP from the upstream node is processed at the SCU of the
OBSR node. If the current node is the destination, it receives the
corresponding BDP and sends the packets to the subnets after
packet disassembly. Otherwise, it first reserves optical path for
the corresponding BDP according to the information in the BHP
and the current status of the network, then forwards the BHP
through the control channel to the downstream node.

The BHP processing procedure at the SCU can be modeled
as shown in Fig. 2. The receiving module is responsible for re-
ceiving BHPs from upstream nodes through the control chan-
nels, and putting them into the first-in/first-out queue (i.e., for-
ward queue) together with the BHPs generated for local BDPs.
The forwarder assigns the BHP to the corresponding scheduler
queue or receiving queue. In the OBSR node, each ring corre-
sponds to a scheduler module, which includes a scheduler queue
and a scheduler. The scheduler schedules the data channels in

Fig. 2. Model for the SCU of OBSR nodes.

the related ring for the corresponding BDP according to the in-
formation in the BHP. After completing the scheduling process,
the BHP is put into the sending queue and sent by the sending
module.

Based on the earlier model, the total BHP processing delay at
each SCU of the OBSR node can be expressed as follows:

(1)

where is the total BHP processing delay at the SCU, is the
time to receive the BHP, i.e., receiving delay, is the waiting
time in the forwarder queue, is the time to forward the BHP,
i.e., forwarding delay, is the waiting time in the scheduler
queue, is the time to schedule the data channel for the cor-
responding BDP, i.e., scheduling delay, is the waiting time
in sending queue. Except for , all of these delays can be vari-
ables (see [19]–[21]) and we treat them as random variables con-
strained by the corresponding queuing models for generality.

A. Receiving Module

The time to receive a BHP can be expressed as

(2)

where is the size of the BHP, is the rate of the control
channel.

B. Forwarder Module

According to the Kleinrock approximation [22], the complex
BHP traffic flowing into the forwarder queue can be approxi-
mated as Poisson traffic. Hence, the total BHP arrival rate for
the forwarder module can be expressed as

(3)

where is the arrival rate from import , and is the total
number of imports.

The most critical part of the forwarding delay is route lookup
time, which is quite similar to the conventional electronic router
[19], [20]. The route lookup time may be a constant or vari-
able depending on its implementation approach [20], [23], so is
the corresponding forwarding delay. When the forwarding delay
is a constant under hardware approach, the forwarder module
can be modeled as an queue, which is very helpful to
configuring offset time in OBS network [20]. For variant for-
warding delay, the corresponding forwarding process is typi-
cally modeled as or [24], [25], which is related
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to the adopted routing searching algorithm, data structure of the
forwarding table, the input traffic, and so on. We adopted the

model for the forwarder in this paper.
When the system is stable, i.e., , where

is the average service rate of the forwarder, the average waiting
time in the forward queue, , and the average forwarding
delay, , can be expressed as

(4)

(5)

C. Scheduler Module

The processing time in the scheduler depends on the adopted
scheduling algorithm and implementation approach. We em-
ployed LAUC-VF (latest available unscheduled channel with
void filling) scheduling algorithm in our analysis [19]. de Pedro
et al. [21] has studied in detail the relationship between the
scheduling delay and the distribution of the available void gaps
for such scheduling scheme with binary search algorithm, where
the scheduling delay is a variable. Hence, we characterize the
scheduling delay as a random variable of exponential distribu-
tion. The simulation in Section IV shows that such treatment is
valid for low traffic load.

The input rate of scheduler is , where corresponds
to ring , is the probability that the BHP output from the
forwarder module will enter scheduler module . According to
[21], the average scheduling rate (servicing rate) of the sched-
uler , , can be expressed as follows:

(6)

where is the time consumed to check a void gap for the
arriving BDP; is the average number of checked void gaps
when scheduling a newly arrived BDP on the data channels.

Assuming the scheduled BDPs are arranged in sequence on
each data channel according to the start time of the BDPs, the
LAUC-VF scheduler searches each void gap along the sequence
until the start time of the new BDP is met. can be expressed
as

(7)

where is the number of data channels; is the al-
lowed maximum delay of BDPs at OBSR nodes; is
the distribution function of the start time of the new BDP,
where is the time gap between the start time of the new
BDP and current time ; The second integral in the expression
( ) is the number of scheduled BDPs on the
data channels from to , which represents
the number of checked void gaps when the start time of the new
BDP is . is the number of the scheduled BDPs
per unit time on the data channels at time . Assuming the
output BDP traffic is uniformly scheduled to each data channel
on ring , can be expressed as

(8)

Fig. 3. Example of the input and output BHP sequence in scheduler module.

Fig. 4. ����� model with preemptive priority queue for sending module.

When the start time of the new BDP is evenly distributed
between and (i.e., ), we have

(9)

When the system is stable, i.e.,

we can obtain the average waiting time in the scheduler queue,
, and the average scheduling delay, , as

follows:

(10)

(11)

D. Sending Module

If the sequence of BHPs output from the scheduler is the same
as the sequence of the input BHPs to the scheduler, the input
BHP traffic of the sending module will be Poisson traffic with
arrival rate . However, the output BHP sequence of
the scheduler may be changed by delaying the corresponding
BDP so as to avoid congestion in the data channels, as shown in
Fig. 3. To consider this situation, we hereby adopt an
model with preemptive priority queue (shown in Fig. 4) to ap-
proximate this module, where the delayed BHPs for the conges-
tion have higher priority (priority 1 in Fig. 4) than the undelayed
BHPs for the congestion (priority 2 in Fig. 4), since the delayed
BHPs can defer the sending time of the undelayed BHPs (see
the preemption example in Fig. 3).

Let denotes the possibility that a BHP is delayed to avoid
congestion in the data channel, the arrival rate of the delayed
BHP traffic and the undelayed BHP traffic can be expressed as

(12)
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According to the model with preemptive priority
queue, we have

(13)

where is the average sojourn delay (including waiting
time in the queue and the service time) for all BHPs; and

is the average sojourn delay for BHPs with priority 1and pri-
ority 2, respectively. is the servicing rate of BHP sending
module ( ). Then, we can obtain the average
queuing delay of BHPs with priority 2 as follows:

(14)

The priority of a BHP is uncertain at OBSR nodes. Based
on the rule of worst-case design, we take as the average
delay of a BHP in the sending queue (i.e., ),
since BHP will experience longer average queuing delay in the
sending module when it belongs to priority 2.

III. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF PROCESSING DELAY

The possibility of burst loss caused by insufficient offset time
(the shaded area in Fig. 5) can be expressed as follows:

(15)

where is the possibility that the total BHP
processing delay would be larger than ; is the number
of intermediate OBSR nodes on the path; , ( ) is
the processing delay at intermediate OBSR node on the path.

is the time to compensate the total BHP processing delay
on the path. Based on (15), can be determined according
to and the allowed BLR. After obtaining

[11], the offset time can be configured as follows [4]:

(16)

where is the time needed to set optical switch matrix.
Generally, can be determined by

the distribution function of the processing delay at each SCU.
However, some approximation must be taken since the total
processing delay is the sum of multiple processing delays at
the SCU, which are all random variables. Three approximation

Fig. 5. Distribution function of the total processing delay.

methods based on central limit, large deviation, and PH distri-
bution theorem, respectively [16]–[18], are adopted to derive

from the model of a single SCU built
in Section II. The static parameters needed by the SCU model
like the time consumed to check a void gap and the average
service rate of each forwarder can be broadcasted through
the existing protocols of OBS network with minor change
[19]. Dynamic BHP load information of different links can be
obtained by periodically measuring the BHP arrival rate at the
connected OBSR nodes [26] and exchanging the information
among different nodes through either broadcast or probe-based
approaches [27].

A. Central Limit Theorem-Based Method

When is large enough, the central limit theorem can be used.
Then we have [16]

(17)

where is the processing delay at OBSR node ; is the
average of ; is the variance of . Based on (1), (2),
(4), (5), (10), (11), and (14), can be obtained as follows:

(18)

The variance of can be calculated as follows:

(19)
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Fig. 6. OBSR node architecture for network simulation.

For normal operating OBS networks, the control channel
should not become a bottleneck. The delay of a BHP in the
sending queue is relatively low compared with that of the
forwarder module and the scheduler module. The variance
of compared with that of other random variables is also
less significant. At the same time, the sending module is more
similar to the model when is low. So can
be approximately obtained by using the model

(20)

where .

B. Large Deviation-Based Method

Since burst loss for insufficient offset time at the SCU of the
OBSR network is rare event (i.e., BLR is very small), large de-
viation theory can be used to approximate the corresponding
distribution function [17]

(21)

where is the moment generating function of the pro-
cessing delay at OBSR node . It can be obtained based on the
model in Section II as ,
where , , and are the moment gener-
ating functions for the forwarder module, scheduler module and
sending module, respectively, and they can be expressed based
on and model as follows:

(22)

(23)

(24)

where ,

...
... (25)
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Fig. 7. BHP processing events and the corresponding time sequence in the OBSR simulation platform.

C. PH Distribution-Based Method

Since BHP delay in the sending queue is relatively small
compared with that of the forwarder module and the scheduler
module as mentioned earlier, can be neglected. So PH dis-
tribution can be adopted when the processing delay in both for-
warder module and scheduler module is of exponential distribu-
tion. The distribution function of the total BHP processing delay
can thus be expressed as shown in (25) at the bottom of the pre-
vious page [18], where , , , stands for , ,

, at node on the OBS path, respectively.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the offset time configuration mechanisms
proposed in Section III, an OBSR network simulation platform
is designed based on network simulator 2 [28]. It can simulate

the practical BHP processing delay at the SCU. Fig. 6 shows
the designed OBSR node architecture. BDP RAM is used
to store locally generated BDPs and the BDPs terminated at
the node. The control part, which includes receiving module,
forwarder queue, forwarder, scheduler queue, scheduler, and
sending module, is used to process BHPs and set the optical
add/drop multiplexer.

Fig. 7 shows the main events and their processing sequence in
the OBSR simulation platform. The BHP processing delay and
the queuing delay are simulated by setting the start time of the
finishing event of the corresponding BHP processing module.
In order to focus on modules unique to OBSR network, the for-
warder module in the simulation, which has been studied exten-
sively, is the same as the model in Section III. All other modules
in the simulation follow practical BHP processing procedure.
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Fig. 8. OBSR network topology for simulation.

The scheduling delay set in the finishing event of schedulers is
determined by the number of searched void gaps (i.e., ) and
the cost per search (i.e., ) according to [21]. The number
of searched void gaps is obtained from real simulated sched-
uling process. In the event of sending module, the output BHP
sequence is also affected by the corresponding simulated BDP
scheduling results. Each queuing delay is related to the practical
input traffic flows of the network and the according processing
procedure of the modules.

The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 8, which is a bidi-
rectional ring with 20 OBSR nodes. Shortest path first algorithm
is adopted for ring selection. The link in each ring contains one
control channel and eight data channels with rate of 10 Gbit/s.
Each OBSR node sends Poisson traffic to all other nodes. The
burst is assembled by the time and size mixed-based algorithm
[29], where the maximum time is 1 ms and the maximum size
is 40 kByte. The size of BHP is 64 Byte. LAUV-VF scheduling
algorithm without fiber delay lines is adopted; the allowed max-
imum delay of BDPs (i.e., ) in the electronic RAM to
avoid collision at the ingress edge nodes is 0.1 ms; the time con-
sumed to check a void gap (i.e., ) is 20 ns; and the average
service rate of each forwarder (i.e., ) is 20 Mpps.

In order to check the validity of the assumption on
the scheduler module, the distribution of the scheduling delay
obtained by simulation and the assumed exponential distribu-
tion derived from the model are compared under dif-
ferent traffic load in Fig. 9. We can observe that when the traffic
load is light, the assumed exponential distribution of the sched-
uling delay is quite close to the simulation results. As the traffic
load becomes heavier, the distribution of the scheduling delay
obtained by simulation is more close to Poisson distribution than
exponential distribution. The deviation between our assumption
on the schedulers and the simulation results will slightly affect
the accuracy of the accordingly configured offset time for heavy
input traffic load as will be explained later.

Fig. 10 shows the burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time
[Fig. 10(a)] and average offset time deviation between the con-
figured offset time and the actually spent offset time of the suc-
cessfully transmitted BHPs [Fig. 10(b)], as a function of the hop
number along an OBS path, when the traffic load is 6.25% and
the allowed BLR for insufficient offset time is 1E-3 and 1E-4,
respectively. For the purpose of comparison, results of the fixed
offset time configuration mechanism are also presented, where

the fixed processing time at each node are representatively taken
as 2 and 1.5 times of the average processing time.

From Fig. 10, we can find that burst loss ratio for insuf-
ficient offset time under the fixed configuration mechanisms
varies significantly with the hop number. As the hop number in-
creases from 1 to 8, the corresponding burst loss ratio for insuffi-
cient offset time decreases from 0.1 to 1E-4. For the distribution
function-based mechanisms that are derived from the proposed
model, the burst loss ratio under different hop numbers varies in
a smaller range, which can improve the fairness of OBSR net-
work and average offset time deviation. The results can be ex-
plained as follows. For the fixed configuration mechanism, the
configured offset time will deviate further from the average total
processing time as the hop number increases. The gap between
the configured offset time and the average total processing time
for the path with hops can be expressed as (fixed pro-
cessing time – average processing time). For example, when
the fixed processing time is two times of the average processing
time, the gap for 1 hop and 6 hops is one and six times of the
average processing time, respectively. The larger the gap is, the
less possible that the total processing time will exceed the con-
figured offset time. Fig. 11 shows the probability distribution of
the total processing time on the path [Fig. 11(a)] and the pos-
sibility that the total processing time will exceed certain con-
figured offset time [Fig. 11(b)] in the same scenario as Fig. 10.
From the figure, we can observe that the possibility to exceed
the offset time configured by the fixed configuration mecha-
nism (two times) under 6 hops is much smaller than the possi-
bility under 1 and 3 hops. So, the burst loss ratio for insufficient
offset time will decrease with the hop number under the fixed
configuration mechanism. On the other hand, the distribution
function-based mechanism directly calculates the offset time
according to the allowed BLR for insufficient offset time and
the cumulative probability function derived from the proposed
model under different hop numbers. So, the corresponding burst
loss ratio is restricted by the allowed BLR under different hop
numbers.

At the same time, we can find from Fig. 10(a) that the large
deviation method-based and PH distribution method-based
mechanisms meet the allowed BLR better than the central
limit method-based mechanism under different hop numbers,
except that the burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time
decreases slightly with the hop number. It is because that the
tail probability of the scheduling delay in the assumed
model is larger than that of the simulated scheduling delay,
whose maximum value is only 0.22 s, see Fig. 9(a). The gap
of the tail probability between the simulated scheduling delay
and the assumed scheduling delay will become even larger
as the hop number increases, which will make the derived
threshold of BHP total processing time (i.e., ) larger than
the expected threshold. Then the burst loss ratio for insufficient
offset time will decrease, since the gap between the configured
offset time and the expected threshold increases with the hop
number. Central limit method-based mechanism does not meet
the allowed BLR, especially under small hop numbers. It is
reasonable since central limit theorem is only effective for a
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the simulated scheduling delay and the exponential distribution derived from the ����� model when the traffic load is (a) 6.25%, (b)
12.5%, (c) 18.75%, and (d) 31.25%.

Fig. 10. Dependence of (a) burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time and (b) offset time deviation on the hop number along an OBSR path when the traffic load
is 6.25%.

larger number of the hops, and the hop number along the path
in Fig. 8 is relatively small, indicating insufficient independent
random variables for the total processing time. We can also find
that the offset time deviation will increase with the hop number
along the path [see Fig. 10(b)]. It is because the variance of the
total processing time on the path increases greatly as the hop
number on the path increases [see Fig. 11(a)].

Fig. 12 shows the burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time
[Fig. 12(a)] and average offset time deviation [Fig. 12(b)] as
a function of the hop number when the traffic load is 31.25%.
Similar results as Fig. 10 can be observed from the figure. At
the same time, the burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time
under all three approximation methods increases a little with
the hop number. It can be explained as follows. From Fig. 9(d),

we can observe that under heavy input traffic load, the simu-
lated scheduling delay distribution cannot be perfectly approx-
imated by the assumed exponential distribution. The average
value of the simulated scheduling delay is larger than that of as-
sumed exponential distribution; the variances of both distribu-
tions are very close to each other. As the hop number increases,
the average value of the simulated scheduling delay will be-
come even larger than that of the scheduling delay from the as-
sumed model, while the variances of both distributions are still
close to each other. So the simulated scheduling delay is more
likely to become larger than the expected scheduling delay from
the assumed model as the hop number increases, and the burst
loss ratio for insufficient offset time will also gradually increase
accordingly.
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Fig. 11. Probability distribution of (a) the total processing delay on the path and (b) the probability that the total processing time is large than time � when the
traffic load is 6.25%.

Fig. 12. Dependence of (a) burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time and (b) offset time deviation on the hop number along an OBSR path when the traffic load
is 31.25%.

Fig. 13. Dependence of (a) overall burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time and (b) overall offset time deviation in the OBSR network on the traffic load.

Fig. 13 shows the dependence of overall burst loss ratio
for insufficient offset time [Fig. 13(a)] and overall offset time
deviation [Fig. 13(b)] for all BHPs in the OBSR network on
the input traffic load. The figure shows that large deviation
method and PH distribution method-based mechanisms can
meet the requirement of the allowed BLR under different traffic
load. Although their burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time
increases a little at first with the traffic load due to the simplifi-
cation and assumption mentioned earlier, it gradually stabilizes
on the allowed BLR when the traffic load is large enough.
Besides, offset time deviation almost does not change with
the traffic load under the proposed distribution function-based

mechanisms [see Fig. 13(b)] but decreases slightly with the
traffic load under the fixed configuration mechanism. It is
because the burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time is limited
by the allowed BLR under the proposed mechanisms but not
under the fixed configuration mechanism. We can also find from
Fig. 13 that fixed configuration mechanism (two times) is less
efficient because it has both higher burst loss ratio and offset
time deviation than central limit method (1E-4), large deviation
method (1E-3), and PH distribution method-based mechanisms
(1E-3). At the same time, fixed configuration mechanism (1.5
times) is also not desirable since its burst loss ratio is too high
to be tolerable.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we develop a BHP processing model for the
SCU of an OBSR network. The receiving module, forwarder
module, scheduler module, and sending module are analyzed in
order to characterize the BHP processing time. Three methods
based on central limit, large deviation, and PH distribution the-
orem, respectively, are adopted to derive the distribution func-
tion of the total BHP processing time, so that offset time can
be configured according to the derived distribution function and
the allowed BLR for insufficient offset time. A simulation plat-
form that takes the practical BHP processing time into account
is deigned to evaluate the offset time configuration mechanisms.

The simulation results show that the fixed configuration
mechanism tends to configure insufficient offset times for
BHPs bypassing smaller number of hops, and too long offset
times for BHPs bypassing larger number of hops, which lead
to a great difference on burst loss ratio for insufficient offset
time under different hop numbers. Offset time configuration
mechanisms based on the proposed model and the distribution
functions can configure appropriate offset times, which make
the burst loss ratio for insufficient offset time more close to
the allowed BLR with proper burst transmission delay under
different hop numbers, especially when large deviation method
and PH distribution method-based mechanisms are adopted.
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